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1. Introduction 
 
 

1.1  About the MoniMax 5600 
 

The MoniMax 5600 is designed to meet various customer’s demands of withdrawal, balance inquiry 

and transfer transaction for individuals with a compact size to fit in virtually any place. This machine 

is connected to your bank to dispense cash, transfer funds and inquiry balance through the insertion 

of a customer’s card. The MoniMax 5600 is easy to use, easy to service and is able to support 

customer’s needs. 

 

 

1.2  What is in this manual 
 

This manual contains all information needed for normal operational use. 

 

This manual contains Unit Specifications, Opening & Closing Procedures, Operator 

Functions(Supervisor Screen), Error Recovery, etc. 

 

Some of the information in this manual may be subsequently updated based on the bank’s needs or 

the improvement by Nautilus Hyosung. 
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1.3 Basic Features 
 

Important features of the MoniMax 5600 ATM is highlighted in the following list: 

 

 15 inch TFT LCD  

 Keypad (EPP keypad) 

 15.1” privacy filter (Optional) 

 Dip type Card Reader  

- ISO Track 1, 2, Read 

- EMV Level-1 

 Motor Driven Card Reader  

- ISO Track 1, 2, 3 Read 

- EMV Level-1, 2 

- Card Return for power failure 

- Anti-Skimming 

 Thermal line receipt printer  

- Loading paper semi-automatically 

 Electronic journal  

    or Direct Thermal Printing 

    or Dot Impact Printing 

 Control Electronic (PC) 

 1D-Barcode Reader (Optional) 

 Front access type cash dispenser 

    - Automatic shutter type 

 UL 291 Level-1 Safety 

 Electronic and Key Lock  

    or Dial and Key Lock  

    or Cencon and Key Lock 

 Supporting USB Still Camera 1,2  

 Supporting Audio guidance by sound (Optional) 
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1.4  Terminologies 
 

 CE : Control Electronics◈  

 PNC : Panel Control Board◈  

 MCU : Magnetic Card Reader Unit◈  

 VFD : Vacuum Fluorescent◈  Display 

 SPR : Slip Printer (=Receipt Printer)◈  

 JPR : Journal Printer◈  

 CDU : Cash Dispenser Unit◈  

 P/S : Power Supply◈  

 OPL : Operation Panel and Handling Screen for Customer◈  

 SPL : Service Panel and Handling Screen for Operator  ◈  

(=Enhanced Rear Operator Panel) 

 IDC : Identification Card Device ◈  

 PTR : Printer (mainly Receipt Printer) ◈  

 PIN : Encryption Pin Pad ◈  

 SIU : Sensor and Indications Unit◈  

 TTU : Text Terminal Unit (OPL or SPL)  ◈  

 CAM : Camera Unit ◈  

 ADA : The Americans with Disabilities Act ◈  

 EMV : Europay, Mastercard, Visa ◈  

 VDM : Vendor Dependent Mode◈  

 BATT : Battery◈  

 Earphone Jack : Voice Converter for Visually Disabled Persons ◈  
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2. Safety Precautions 
 

2.1 Overview 
 
Common Safety Precaution 
 

 
 
 

 

Please read the following instructions before operating equipment. 

 Operate equipment in the order outlined in this manual. 

 Follow safety precautions indicated in this manual, as well as the equipment itself.   

Failure to properly address these precautions may lead to injury or damage to  

the product. 

 Avoid operations not addressed in this manual.  

 If you cannot remedy system problems using the methods outlined in this manual,  

please refer to contact information listed in the manual.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety Precautions in outlined this manual provide information on 

safe and proper handling of the product. Non-compliance of the 

safety precautions may result in injury or damage to the product. 

This precaution symbol with sample term tells you safety warnings 

during equipment handlings. 
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2.2 Description of Precaution Symbols 
 

Symbol Description 

 

Electrical Shock Warning 
 • Do not remove cover. Only a maintenance engineer is allowed to open the cover.
 • Do not touch. You may receive electric shock. 
 • Make sure to turn off the power when servicing the equipment. 

 

High Temperature Warning 
 • Do not touch the equipment when it is running. 
 • The equipment can get extremely hot and may cause a burn. 
 • Make sure to close the cover before running the equipment. 

 

Use Precaution when Moving 
 • The equipment is heavy. Make sure at least 2 people lift or move the equipment. 
 • Do not attempt to move the equipment alone. You may be injured from dropping 

the heavy equipment. 

 

Fire Hazard 
 • Place the equipment in an area away from any combustible materials. 
 • The equipment may catch on fire from overheating or short circuit of the power 

supply unit. 

 

Disassembly Warnings 
 • Do not disassemble or modify the equipment unless you are a certified engineer. 
 • Contact the service center for maintenance, adjustments and repairs. 
 • Improper disassembly may cause fire or electrical shock. 

 

Collapse Precautions 
 • Do not place the equipment where the floor cannot sustain the weight of the 

equipment, or on slanted or unstable surface. 
 • Equipment may fall and cause injury or damage. 

 

Unplug the Equipment 
• Stop using the equipment immediately if it smokes, emits an unusual smell, 

makes abnormal sounds, or if liquids or other foreign materials enter the 
equipment. 

• If the above-mentioned abnormalities occur, immediately turn off the power, 
unplug the equipment and contact the service center. 

• If you ignore these symptoms, the equipment may catch on fire or cause electric 
shock. 
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3. Hardware Specifications 
 
3.1  Dimensions  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note : All the unit in the dimension is millimeter and [ ] is inch scale. 

Fig. 3.1 Dimensions of MoniMax 5600 
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3.2 Component Name  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Component Location of MoniMax 5600 without Barcode Reader 

Camera-1 Mount 

Customer Display 
15.1” TFT LCD 

VFD Signage 

Receipt Printer 
Motor Driven Type 
MCU  
(Dip Type MCU is 
optional) Encrypted PIN Pad 

Cash Dispensing 
Shutter 

Safety Body 

Function Key 

Camera-2 Mount 
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Fig. 3.3 Component Location of MoniMax 5600 with Barcode Reader 

Camera-1 Mount 

Customer Display 

15.1” TFT LCD 

VFD Signage 

Receipt Printer 
Bar Code Reader 

Encrypted Pin 

pad 

Cash Dispensing 

Shutter

Safety Body 

Function Key 

Camera-2 Mount 

Dip Type Magnetic 

Card Reader 
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3.3 LCD & Customer Keypad  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.4 (a) LCD & customer keypad with bar code 

reader 

Fig. 3.4 (b) LCD & customer keypad without bar 
code reader 

 
 

LCD 

 

 15.1 inch TFT LCD 

 XGA Resolution : 1024X 768 pixels (XGA) 

 High contrast ratio, High aperture structure 

 Privacy filter (Option) 

 High speed response 

 Function keys or Touch Screen 

 

EPP (Encrypted PIN Pad) 

 

 10 Alphanumeric, ENTER, CLEAR, CANCEL, BLANK Keypads 

 Various Character Support 
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3.4 CDU (Cash Dispensing Unit)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.5 CDU 

Features 

 

 Automatic Shutter 

 Supporting 4 types of denomination 

 Number of cassette : 5 Cassette (4 Cash out + 1 Retract) 

 Huge capacity of 12,000 new notes (3,000 notes X 4 cassette) 

 Reject way : note by note reject (250 bills Max) 

 Bundle Retract (150 bills Max) 
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3.5  SPR (Slip Printer/Receipt Printer) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.6 Receipt Printer 

 

 

Features 

 

• Thermal line printer with cutter 

• Setting roll paper semi-automatically 

• Supporting Black Mark Paper (Selectable by dip switch) 

• Refer to RECEIPT PAPER SEPECIFICATIONS in Chapter 6. 
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3.6 Motor Driven Type Card Reader  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.7 Motor Driven Type Magnetic Card Reader  
 
 
 

Features 

 

 Motor Driven Type  

 EMV level-1,2 compliance  

 Having rejection capacity of 50ea 

 Supporting card return function during power failure 

 Refer to MAGNETIC CARD SEPECIFICATIONS in Chapter 6.  
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3.7 Dip Type Card Reader : Type 1  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.8 Dip Type Magnetic Card Reader : Type 1 

 
 
 

Features 

 

● Dip type Card Reader (ISO Track 1 & 2) 

● Supporting magnetic card and IC card 

● EMV level-1 compliance  

● See “MAGNETIC CARD SPECIFICATIONS” of Appendix 
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3.8 Dip Type Card Reader : Type 2 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.9 Dip Type Magnetic Card Reader : Type 2 
 
 
 

Features 

 

● Dip type Card Reader  

● ISO 1, 2, 3 Read 

● Supporting EMV level-1,2  

● See “MAGNETIC CARD SPECIFICATIONS” of Appendix 
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3.9 CE (Control Electronics) : IOBP-945G 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 3.10 Control Electronics (IOBP-945G) 

 
 

Features 

 

• LGA775 support Intel Pentium 4 / Celeron 

• 1 GB DDR Memory, 160GB HDD, DVD-RW  

• Expansion Slots : PCI-3 

• Serial Ports : 8 Ports 

• USB Ports : 15 Ports 

• Supporting LAN communication (10/100/1000 Mbps On-Board)
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3.10 CE (Control Electronics) : ECS EG31M 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.11 Control Electronics (ECS EG31M) 
 
 
 

Features 

 

• Intel Celeron 4xx / Pentium Dual Core E2xxx / Core2 Duo / Core2 Quad CPUs 

• 1 GB DDR Memory, 160GB HDD (1ea), DVD-RW  

• Window XP Professional 

• Serial Ports : 6 Ports 

• USB Ports : 15 Ports 
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3.11 Journal Printer : MDP-350 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.12 MDP 350 JPR (Journal Printer) 

 

 

Features 

 

• Dot impact Printing 

• High-speed printing through logic-seeking control 

• Flexible paper feed setting permits printing in accordance with any user-defined format 

• 42columns Alphanumeric Char 

• 2,500 transactions per roll 

• Semi automatic roll paper setting 

• Printing available within 76mm of paper width 
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3.12 Journal Printer : T-JPR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3.13 T-JPR (Journal Printer) 

 
 

Features 

 

• Direct Thermal printing  

• Alpha numeric(95), graphics(128), international character(32) 

• Printing available within 80mm of paper width 
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3.13 Power Supply  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   
 
 

Fig. 3.14 Power Supply 

 

Features 

 

1. Main Power Switch  

2. Standby Switch :  

3. Power Selection Switch  

: Power Supply can be selected 110V or 230V by adjusting this switch as  

 installation voltage can be changed 

4. Battery Switch  

: In case of power failure or blackout on ATM, this battery switch enables the customer to guarantee 

at least more than one transaction 

5. Battery 

 

1

2

3

4

5
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3.14 Control Panel 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Control Panel Description 

 

1) Mode Switch : Switching Mode from Normal to Supervisor via PNC B/D 

2) Indicator : ON-Host Connection / OFF – HOST Disconnection 

3) Stand-by Switch : Turn ON/OFF the System (Not for AC IN) 
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3.15 Operating Environment  
 
 
 
Power Requirements  

 

100~127 Vac ±10%  5.5A   60Hz , 250 W 

200~240 Vac ±10%  2.8A   50Hz , 250 W 

 
 
Power Connections  

 

The machine must be connected to a dedicated power circuit. This circuit must consist of LINE, 

NEUTRAL and GROUND leads connected directly to the power circuit breaker panel. This circuit 

cannot be shared with any other equipment. 

 

 

Temperature  

 

 In storage  :  14°F - 140°F  (-10°C ~ 60°C, 15°C/H) 

 While operating    :  41°F - 104°F  (5°C ~ 40°C, 10°C/H) 

 

Humidity  

 

 In storage :  10% < RH < 90%, Non-Condensed 

 While operating    :  25% < RH < 85%, Non-Condensed 
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4. Operating Instructions 
 

4.1 Opening and Closing the Security Door 
 
4.1.1 Electronic Lock 

 
Opening the Security Door 

 
  

 

1) Insert a key for the security cover and turn it 90 

degrees clockwise. Then the security cover 

will be opened. 
 

 

2) Insert a key for the security door into the lock 

case and turn it clockwise until it is stopped.  
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3) Enter the password for the electronic 

combination lock. 

(Default setting value : 1-2-3-4-5-6)  

 

4) Turn the external surface of the electronic lock 

90 degrees clockwise as shown in the picture 

 

 

5) Turn the handle clockwise and open the 

security door. 

 

  
 

☞ How to change the Electronic Lock combination. 

1. Enter 0-0-0-0-0-0, six (6) zeros, into the Electronic Lock keypad. 

2. Enter in the old combination once. 

3. Enter in the new combination twice.  Combinations must be six digits in length. 

NOTE: The Electronic Lock will signal three (3) times if the new combination is invalid and the old 

combination has been retained. 
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Closing the Security Door 
 
  

 

1) To close the security door, push the door 

completely while turning a handle clockwise. 

And then turn the handle counterclockwise to 

lock it. 
 

 

2) Turn the external surface of the electronic lock 

90 degrees counterclockwise as shown in the 

picture 
 

 

3) Insert the key for security door into the lock 

case and turn it counterclockwise until it is 

stopped.  
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4.1.2 Cencon Lock 
 

  

 

1) Turn the Dial left (CCW) until the letters "EC” 

(Enter Combination) appear on the LCD 

  

 

2) Enter the factory combination of 50-25-50 by 

sequentially pressing those six buttons. The 

LCD will display these number as they are 

entered. 

 

  

 

3) When the combination has been correctly 

entered, the LCD will read :OPr” meaning 

“Open right.” 

 

  

 

4) Turn the Dial right (CW) until it stops. The 

lock’s bolt is now retracted and the lock is 

open. 
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5) Insert the setup key into the lock case and 

turn to the clockwise until it is stopped. 

  

 

6) Turn the handle left (CCW) and open the 

door. 

  

 

7) Turning the dial left (CCW) will extend the 

lock’s bolt to close the door. 

☞ Please try several times until you are 

comfortable with the operation of the lock. 

 

 

Note! 

Regarding how to change the password in this lock, refer to Chapter 6 .
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4.2 Opening and Closing the Front Panel 
 
 
Opening the Front Panel 
  

 

1) Insert a key for front panel and turn it 

clockwise. 
 

 

2) Pull the front panel outward with hands 

carefully 
 

 

3) If you want to pull the front panel back to much 

degree for easy operation by any chance, just 

unscrew two thumb-screws at both side with 

hand and slowly pull it back. 
 

Fig. 4.2a Opening the Front Panel  
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Closing the Front Panel 
 
  

 

1) To close the front panel, lift it up again until it 

reaches at top position so that two thumb 

screws is properly fixed.. 

At this moment, make sure that the entrance 

of receipt printer is fully inserted into the guide 

bracket on front panel. 
 

 

2) After fixing two thumb-screws, push the front 

panel slowly until it is locked back in place. 

 

Fig. 4.2b Closing the Front Panel 
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4.3 System Power On/Off  
 
The Power Supply is located under the control electronics on the upper part of ATM. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.3 Power Supply 
 
System Power On 

 
1) Turn on Battery Switch. 

2) Turn on Main Power Switch. 

 
 
System Power Off 

 
1) Push right Power Switch for 1 second and then system will be shut down automatically. 

2) Turn off Battery Switch after shutdown is finished.. 
 
 
Warning 

 

Don’t operate switches inside the protecting bracket located on the power supply. 

It may cause damage to operate system or destabilize control electronics in ATM    

Main Switch Stand-by 

Power 

Switch 

Battery 

Switch 
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4.4 Replenishing the Cash Cassette 
 

 

 

1) Holding a cassette handle with one hand and 

supporting the cash cassette from bottom with 

the other hand, slightly lift it up and pull out 

carefully. 

 

 

 

2) Place the cash cassette on a flat level platform 

and turn the cassette key clockwise to unlock 

a cassette cover. Then lift up the cassette 

cover. 

 

 

3) Pull black push-plate back completely until it is 

locked against the cash plate latch.  

 

[Precaution!]  

Be careful not to hurt your hand when 

black push-plate fails to get locked and 

suddenly recovers its position. 
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4)  Replenish cash into the cassette 

   (Take note as below) 

 

[Precaution!]  

Don’t replenish more cash than 

recommended capacity.  

It means that it should be replenished less 

than 3,000 bills per cassette for new bills.  

Make sure that Cash Low Bracket in  

cassette will not be extruded outside cassette 

after replenishing cash.  

 

5) Unlock the black push-plate by pulling it again 

and move it smoothly. 

 

 
NOTE :  

 1. Fan the notes so that the notes are not sticking together. 

 2. Remove all notes with holes or notes that are torn. 

 3. Unfold the folded notes. 

 4. Place the notes correctly. 

 

X 
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6) Close the cassette cover and turn the cassette 

key counter clock-wise until it is locked. 

Remove the key when it is locked. 
 

 

7) Holding a cassette handle with one hand and 

supporting the cassette from the bottom with 

the other hand, place the cassette carefully on 

the set guide of the CDU and push it 

completely  until it is locked in place  
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4.5 Emptying the Reject and Retract Box 
 

 

 

1) To empty the reject and retract box, first please 

take out the handle on the reject box carefully. 

 

 

2) Insert the reject box key, turn it clockwise, and 

pull the box lid. 

 

 

3) Take out the rejected and retracted bills from 

the reject box. Then close the box lid and 

turn the key counter clockwise. 

 

[Precaution!]  

Don’t recycle rejected bills any more. Doing so 

will cause not only the same reject problem but 

other unexpected problems such as jams on cash 

dispenser 

Retracted bills from 
the presenter. 

Rejected bills 
from the cassette 
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4) Take the reverse order of 1)~3) to put Reject 

Box together into cash dispenser again. 

   Make sure that the cover of Reject box will 

completely be lifted down (this is ‘open 

status’) as shown in the left figure after 

inserting Reject box fully. Otherwise, it will 

happen problems and the error code will 

display at monitor promptly 
 

  

4.6 How to Clear Jamming in cash dispenser 
 

 

1) Turn power off and pull the whole unit of cash 

dispenser forward while pressing the 

highlighted green button. 

2) Move bills to the stacker temporarily by turning 

the green knob clockwise and extract bills 

from the stacker. 

 

 

3) If there is a bill on transport path or presenter 

around shutter, take it out carefully by using 

the side of belt.  

 

WARNING!!! 

After taking the bill out, MAKE SURE that 

position of belt will be orderly located. When 

any belt is out of position within its roller, 

please make it put on the roller surely. 
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4) If there are no jammed notes on upper 

transport and inside temporary stacker, it 

would be better to take cassette out 

 

 

 

5) Please check if there are jammed notes inside 

cassette feed module.  

6) If there are jammed notes inside cassette feed 

module, remove them carefully. Turn the 

green knob clockwise or counter-clockwise if 

necessary. 

 

 
 

7) After clearing jammed notes on cash dispenser, please make sure to check one more time if there 

is any debris or bills on transporter of cash dispenser. And then insert cassette in cash dispenser 

and turn power on. 
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1) Open the front panel by pulling it outward 

to load the receipt paper. 

4.7 How to Load the Receipt Paper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes:  
1.  Load a paper roll into the unit with the shape of the roll kept intact. (Deformed roll may cause 

jamming.) 

 
2.  The leading edge of the roll shall neatly be cut prior to loading the roll. 

Correct shape of the paper roll 
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2) Insert the paper axis into the center of receipt 

roll and mount it onto the charger. 

 

  

 

3) Have receipt paper go down the white tension 

bar as shown the left picture and then pull it 

forward. 

4) Push the receipt paper inside the supporting 

bracket, as shown in the picture. Then it will 

be set automatically if turning on the power 
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This is a diagram to explain the basic concept of receipt printer mechanism. 

 

The major role of tension bar is to reduce the stress of paper when the receipt printer suddenly starts 

moving and to maintain the paper tension at constant rate not to release it too much when stopping 

the operation. 
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4.8 How to Clear Jamming in receipt printer 
 

  

 

1) First, check if there is a jammed paper around 

transparent guide.  

   If so, after pressing the green lever, lift up the 

transparent guide and cut out the jammed 

paper with mechanical cutter carefully. 

 

 

2) After removing paper jam, be sure to close the 

receipt printer bracket by pushing it up as 

shown left picture. 
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4.9 How to Load the Journal Paper  
 
4.9.1 MDP-350 

 

Installing the Paper Roll 

 

1) Open the rear door with key and pull the upper rail out as far as possible to manipulate the journal 

printer easily. 

2) Turn on the printer. 
 

 

3) Lift up Weight-roll-winder. 
 

 

4) Insert the paper roll. 
 
 
 

 

Note: Be sure to note the correct direction that 

the paper comes off the roll as shown in 

the picture.  
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5) Put down Weight-roll-winder.  

   
 

 

6) Hold the paper and insert it straight into the 

paper slot. The printer feeds the paper 

automatically. 

 

7) If the printer doesn’t feed the paper 

automatically, press the FEED button until the 

paper comes out.  

 

8) Continue feeding the paper at least up to 20-

25mm. 

 
 

FEED SWITCH 

20-25mm 
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9) Remove the side of the spool and insert the 

end of the paper roll into the groove on the 

spool  

 

10) Then wrap the roll paper around the spool two 

or three times. 
 

 

11) Set the flange cover to flange shaft and set 

the take-up spool to the take-up frame.  

Note : 1. Be sure to use roll paper that meets the specifications. 

2. Do not use paper rolls which have the paper glued to the core because the printer cannot 

detect the paper end correctly. However, if you will stop the printing using the optional paper 

roll near-end detector, you can use glued type paper rolls. 

3. Using scissors, cut the leading edge of the paper roll as shown blow. 

 

 

 

 

 

                 ( X )                        ( O )        ☜ Right paper condition  

Insert the paper into the paper charger

Wind the paper at the paper charger 

Press the FEED button 
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Removing the paper roll  

 

 

1) Pull up the paper and cut the paper at the 

dotted line shown in the picture. 

 

2) Remove the paper roll from the printer. 

 

3) Press the FEED button to remove the 

remaining paper.  

 

Note : Do not pull the remaining paper in the 

opposite direction of paper feeding.  

 

Cutting 
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Running the Self Test 

 

Any time that you want to check the performance of your printer, you can run the self test described 

below. This shows whether your printer is working correctly. It is independent of any other equipment 

or software. 

 

Note : Be sure to install the ribbon cassette and the paper roll before you run the self test.  

 

1. To perform the self test, hold down the FEED button while you turn on the printer with the power 

switch.  

2. The printer prints the current printer settings.  

 

Printing Alphanumeric character 

 

Any time that you want to see the alphanumeric characters in the printer, you can see the character 

sets described below. It is independent of any other equipment or software. 

 

Note : Be sure to install the ribbon cassette and the paper roll before you printing the alphanumeric 

characters.   

 

1. To perform the showing characters, hold down the DUMP button while you turn on the printer with 

the power switch.  

2. The printer prints the current printer settings. 
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4.9.2 T-JPR 

 

 

1) Insert the shaft into the paper and mount it. 

  

 

2) Turn the head-up lever clockwise. 

  

 

3) Insert the edge of the paper under the damper. 

  

Note : Check the edge of the paper is clean-cut as shown below picture. 

 

 

 

 

         ( ⅹ )         ( ○ ) 
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4) Insert the paper between the paper guides until 

the edge of the paper is shown.  

  

 

5) Turn the head-up lever counter-clockwise, and 

the paper will be fed. If the paper isn’t fed, 

check the power is on.  

  

 

6) Open the guide of the rewinder wheel. 

  

 

7) Insert the paper into the rewinder as shown 

below picture. 
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8) Lastly press the feed button. 
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5.1 Entering OP Mode 
You may press supervisor button in order to enter OP mode. 

※ Precaution : When you are going to shut down after completing the specification changes, 

make sure that you should firstly exit to AP mode like transaction screen from OP mode and 

then turn off the power. It means that you should not shut down in OP mode. Otherwise, it may 

not save the specification change completely 
 
5.2 User Select Screen 
Press number of user (Supervisor, Operator, Technician) 
 

 

 

5.3 Each Password Input 
Each User may input the each password   

Supervisor’s default password is “S0987” that can be changed 

Operator’s default password is “O0987” that can be changed 

Technician’s default password is “T0987” that can be changed 
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5.4 Select Password-Change 
User can select to change the password or not 

Press number of choice (CHANGE, NOT CHANGE) 

 

 
 
5.5 Each Password Change 
Each User can change the each password   

If you want to use the same password, Press the “CANCEL” button  
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5.6 Supervisor Main Menu 
Supervisor use only menu – version info, configure, host connection, atm ip setting, reboot  

 

 

 

5.7 CONFIGURE 
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5.7.1 DISP CONFIG 

- Display the configuration 

 

 
 
5.7.2 PRINT CONFIG 

- Print the configuration information 

 
5.7.3 MACHINE NO 

- Enter 6 digit machine number. Use numeric key and ENTER 
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5.7.4 DATE/TIME 

- Set date and time. Use numeric key and ENTER 

 

 
 

5.7.5 DENOMINATION 

- Set Denomination of each cassette. Use numeric key and ENTER 
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5.8 VERSION INFO 
You can confirm the SP/EP version. To print the information, press the ‘0’. 

 

 
 
5.9 HOST CONNECTION 
This menu will be used later for TCP/IP.  
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5.10 ATM IP SETTING 
You can change the address for X.25 protocol and IP address for TCP/IP later.  

 

 

 

5.10.1 LOCAL ADDRESS 

- Set X.25 Local address. Use numeric key and ENTER 
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5.10.2 REMOTE ADDRESS 

- Set X.25 Remote address. Use numeric key and ENTER 

 

 

 

 

5.11 REBOOT 
You can reboot the system. 
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5.12 OPERATOR Main Menu 
Operator use only menu – replenish, EJ backup, EJ Viewer, VFD, reboot 

 

 

 

5.13 REPLENISH 
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5.13.1 DISP SPPLY 

- Displays receipt printer’s paper supply status and device status of card reader and cash dispenser. 

 

 
 
5.13.2 PRNT SPPLY 

- Print supply status to the receipt printer. 

 

5.13.3 DISP CASH 

- Display the Cash dispenser counters. 
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5.13.4 PRINT CASH 

- Print the Cash dispenser counters. 

 

5.13.5 CLR CARD 

- Clear the number of captured card. 

 

5.13.6 CLR CIV/RES 

- Clear the Diverted Cash Count and Rejected Cash Count. 

 

5.13.7 INIT RECPT 

- Reset the receipt printer. 

 

5.13.8 TEST CASH 

- Reset the cash dispenser. 

 
5.13.9 ADD CASH 

- Add the Cash dispenser counters. 
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5.13.10 CLR CASH 

- Clear the Cash dispenser counters. 

 
5.14 EJ BACKUP 
 
5.14.1 Start Date Input 

- Input the start date to backup. 

 

 
 
5.14.2 End Date Input 

- Input the End date to backup. 
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5.15 EJ Viewer 
You can see EJ Log. 

 
5.16 VFD 
 

 
 
5.16.1 INPUT MESSAGE (LOCAL) 

- Input the message for VFD . 
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5.17 REBOOT 
 You can reboot the system. 

 
5.18 TECHNICIAN Main Menu 
Technician use only menu – diagnostic, reboot 

 

 
 
 
5.19 DIAGNOSTIC 
- You can test these devices - CashDispenser, ReceiptPrinter, CardReader, Pinpad, Camera, 

OTHERS 

 
 

5.20 REBOOT 
You can reboot the system. 
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6. Appendix 
 

A. BILL CONDITIONS 
 

A.1 Acceptable condition 

 

● Bill which is very clean and can readily be recognized as a true bill. 

 
 

● Bill has sufficient life or sizing to be handled easily. 

 
 

● Bill which can be manually held straightly when one end is held by a hand and the bill is slightly 

curved vertically. 
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A.2 Unacceptable condition 

 

● Bill having serious wrinkles, torn or broken section wherein paper fiber is broken and separation 

begins. 

 Wrinkle 

 
 Torn 

 
 Broken section 

 

Torn 

Broken Section 
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● Bill having adequate life or sizing, but stained seriously. 

 
● Bill with holes (Perforated bill). 

 
● Bill ragged and cannot be held straightly when one end is supported by a hand. 

 
 

Stained 

Hole 

20mm 

35mm 

When the bill is held by 20mm and the straightness of the bill 
is 35mm or less, it cannot be used 
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● Bill with cellophane tape, scotch tape, etc. 

 
 

● Bill with folds 

 
 

● Gradually curved bill (bills tied by hand seal, etc) 

 
 

Tape 

Fold 

Band 

seal 
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● Bill with folded lines 
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B.  RECEIPT PAPER SPECIFICATIONS 
 
B.1 Applicable Product 

This purchase specification applies to the receipt paper of MoniMax 5600. 
  
B.2 Specification  

Paper type: Thermal roll paper 

Print color: Black 

 

B.3 Specification of the Receipt Paper 

Paper type: Thermal roll paper 

Print color: Black 

Specification: Paper detects heat. 

Paper basis weight : 55 g/㎡ 

Paper thickness : 60±5 ㎛ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1 Receipt Paper Specifications 
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B.4 Roll appearance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2 External roll dimension 

 

Note 1) Store the paper roll separately to prevent damage to the paper. 

Note 2) Do not connect the papers with tape. 

Note 3) Make sure the paper end is not attached to the paper pipe. 

Note 4) Make sure the paper is rolled evenly. 
 

Ø210 

Ø22 

Ø18 

79.5± 0.5 
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B.4.1 Printing Position for One Sheet and Black Mark 

 

 
Fig. 6.3 Paper Length and Printing Position for a Transaction 

 

Note 1) Vertical margin is 0.6 x 10 mm. 

Note 2) Difference of the characters in the paper rolling direction is ±0.3mm. 
 

B.4.2  Printing specification of the black mark 

1) Use black without dark or bright shades. 

2) Use the oil ink. (no surface gloss) 

3) Permeation ratio: Less than 10% 

4) Reflection ratio - PCS 0.9 or higher (Less than Mark GBase PCM II 900nm) 

5) Thickness should take precedence over reflection ratio. 

6) The slippery gap between the black mark and the rule mark should be less than  
0.5mm. 

24
.7
±

0.
5 

33
.8
±

0.
5 

12±0.5 

4±
0.

3 

60 (Max) 

79.5±0.5 

2 (Character Pitch)) 

4

Paper Rolling Direction 
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B.5 Paper Handling Precautions 

1) Store it away from high temperature and humidity 

If the paper is stored in a place where temperature is above 50  or humidity is above 90% RH, the ℃

coloring capability may deteriorate or the paper surface may inflate. 

 

2) Refrain from exposing to direct sunlight 

The paper surface can be inflated if you expose it to direct sunlight or leave it under the fluorescent 

lamp for a long time. 

 

3) Keep it away form the organic solvents 

Paper color may change if the paper comes in contact with organic solvents or glues containing 

organic solvent. 

 

4) Keep it away from plastics 

If the paper comes in contact with materials containing plastics, its coloring capability may 

deteriorate or de-coloring of the paper may occur. 

 

5) Miscellaneous 

If the paper comes in contact with carbon copy paper or if the paper surface is scratched with 

a metallic object, de-coloring may occur. 
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C. MAGNETIC CARD SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Item ISO Card (Unit : Inch) 

Length 

 

Card Bending 

 

Magnetic Stripe 

Position 

 

Fig. 6.4 Magnetic Card Specifications 
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D. Journal Paper and Ribbon Cassette  
 

D.1 Applicable Product 

This purchase specification applies to dot journal paper for MoniMax 5600ATM  

 

D.2 Roll Paper Specifications 

 

D.2.1 MDP-350 

 

ITEM Specifications Remarks 

Paper Type Roll and Normal  

Paper Thickness 0.2mm (Maximum in Roll Type)  

Paper Width 76.2mm ± 0.7mm, 57.5 ± 0.5mm  

Maximum Diameter 83 mm  

Core Inner 19.5 mm  

Outer 22 mm  

 

D.2.2 T-JPR 

 

ITEM Specifications Remarks 

Paper Type Thermal Paper  

Thickness Single : 0.05㎜ to 0.10㎜  

Paper Width 80mm  

Roll Diameter Max. 150㎜  

Roll Core Use Only Roll Paper That is not Glued to the Core  
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D.3 Ribbon Cassette 
 

D.3.1 Ribbon Cassette Specifications (MDP-350) 

 

ITEM Specifications Remarks 

Color Purple  

LIFE 3 Millions Characters, 7 x 9 font  

Martial Oil Ink  

Thickness 0.119 ± 0.0005MM  

Tensile Strength 5kg, 1/2inch  

Ribbon Winding  Over 200G  

Ribbon Slip TQ 13mm(W) x 42M(L)  

Ribbon 

Cassette 

Noise 30 ± 5 dB  
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E. Electronic Lock 
 
User Code  

● Open Lock 

● Change Code 

 

Wrong Try Penalty 

● Four (4) consecutive invalid codes initiates five minute delay period. 

 

Low Battery Warning  

● Repeated audio and visual signal (LED flashing and repeated beeping) during opening      

indicates battery low.       

                                                     

Audio and Visual Signal  

● Double signal (LED flashes and unit beeps) indicates entry is valid or accepted. 

● Triple signal indicates invalid or not accepted. 

 

Opening the Lock  

1. Enter valid six (6) digit code. 

2. The lock will signal a valid code entry with a double signal. 

3. Within four (4) seconds, turn handle to the open position. 

4. Pull door open. 

● Invalid Code Entry - Lock will signal three (3) times. 

 

Wrong Try Penalty  

● Entry of four (4) consecutive invalid codes starts a 5-minute delay period. 

 - LED flashed red at five (5) second intervals. 

● At the end of the delay period, two more consecutive invalid codes will 

  restart an additional 5-minute delay period. 

 

Changing Your Code  

ALWAYS PERFORM THIS OPERATION WITH THE DOOR OPEN 

1. Enter “zero” six times. 

2. Enter your existing six (6) digit code one time. 

3. Enter your NEW six (6) digit code two times. 
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4. If a mistake is made wait thirty (30) seconds and repeat steps 1. - 3. 

5. Test lock operation several times before closing the door. 

● Valid Code Entry - Double signal after valid six (6) digit code is entered. 

● Invalid Code Entry - Triple signal and old code is still valid. 

 

Battery Low Warning  

● Repeated beeping during an opening indicates that the battery is low and 

  needs immediate replacement. 

● Uses one (1) 9-Volt Alkaline Battery. LA GARD recommends the use of 

  Duracell™ or Everready™ Alkaline batteries. 

  If battery is depleted and will not allow lock to open, simply follow 

  instructions below. 

 

Changing Your Battery  

Note: Some manufacturers use a small screw to secure the battery compartment cover to the keypad 

housing. If your model has this screw, it must be removed first before following the steps listed below. 

1. Remove black plastic battery compartment cover (located at the bottom of the keypad) by     

gently pulling downward on it’s handle. 

2. Allow the battery and it’s attached leads to drop down and out of the battery compartment.  

If it does not drop, gently pull on the battery until it does. 

3. The connector is easily removed by unsnapping it from the two terminals on the top of the   

battery. Never Pull on the Battery Leads 

4. Connect a new 9-Volt Alkaline battery to the battery clip. 

5. Push the battery and the leads completely up into the battery compartment. 

6. Install the battery cover by placing one side of the cover in position and then pressing the      

other side into position with your finger. 
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Fig. 6.5 Changing Battery #1 
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Fig. 6.6 Changing Battery #2 
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F. Cencon Lock 
 
Initial Operating Instructions 

 

Each lock is shipped from the factory in Shelved Mode, operating on a standard combination (50-25-

50). The “one time only” combination does not function when the lock is in this condition. The correct 

opening procedure for a new lock is : 

 Turn the Dial left (CCW) until the letters “EC” (Enter Combination) appear on the LCD 

 Enter the factory combination of 50-25-50 by sequentially pressing those six buttons. The LCD will   

display these number as they are entered. 

 When the combination has been correctly entered, the LCD will read :OPr” meaning “Open right.” 

 Turn the Dial right (CW) until it stops. The lock’s bolt is now retracted and the lock is open. 

 Turning the Dial left (CCW) will extend the lock’s bolt 

Try this several times until you are comfortable with the operation of the lock. 

 

Change Shelved Mode Combination 

 

For System 2000 Locks with a code level of 71, or greater, you may change the Shelved Mode 

combination. You may change the default Factory Combination of 50-25-50 to a new combination to 

be used while the lock is still in Shelved Mode. Once you have changed the combination for the first 

time, you may want to change the combination again to a different Shelved Mode combination. You 

can even change it back to the Factory combination of 50-25-50 

Required Items: Change Key, Current Shelved Mode Combination 

Note: You can only change the Shelved Mode combination while operating in Shelved Mode. Once a 

lock is “activated” in any mode, the Shelved Mode combination returns to the Factory Default of 50-25-

50 

 

To change the Shelved Mode combination: 

1. Power Lock -> EC 

Turn the Dial to the left (CCW) until “EC” (Enter Combination) is displayed. 

2. EC -> Enter Shelved Mode Combination -> OPr 

Enter the current Shelved Mode combination (either 50-25-50 or a changed Shelved Mode 

combination) by sequentially pressing those digits on the lock keypad. The numbers will be 

displayed on the LCD as they are entered. 

3. OPr -> Retract Bolt  
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  Turn the Dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt 

4. Open Door 

5. Insert Change Key 

  Insert the change key into the change key socket on the back of the lock. 

6. Extend Bolt 

  Turn the Dial to the left (CCW) to extend the bolt. Do not close the door 

7. Power Lock -> ヒ EC 

Turn the dial to the left(CCW) until ヒ EC (the Change Key symbol along with Enter Combination) is 

displayed 

8. ヒ EC -> Press #8 -> EcF 

Press the “#” button followed by the “8” button. EcF (Enter combination, Factory) will be displayed. 

9. EcF -> Enter Current Shelved Mode Combination -> EnF 

Enter the current shelved mode combination, “EnF” (Enter combination, Factory) will be displayed. 

10. EnF -> Enter New Combination -> Cnf  

Select and enter the new combination. “CnF” (confirm new Factory combination) will be displayed 

11. Cnf -> Enter New Combination -> POC 

Enter new combination again to confirm. POC (Pull Out Change key) will be displayed.  

12. POC -> Remove Change Key -> EOP 

Remove the change key. EOP (End Operation) is displayed. 

13. EOP -> Power Lock -> EC 

Turn the dial to the left (CCW)until EC (Enter Combination) is displayed. 

14. EC -> Enter New Shelved Mode Combination -> OPr 

Enter the new shelved mode combination by pressing those digits on the lock’s keypad. The 

numbers will be displayed on the LCD as they are entered 

15. OPr -> Retract Bolt 

   Turn the Dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. 

16. Close Door 

17. Extend Bolt 

   Turn the Dial to the left (CCW) to extend the bolt. 
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G. ERROR CODE TABLE 

 
1) Journal Printer (Option) 

 

Error Code Cause Handling 

1910000 Undefined error 1.Reinitialized Journal printer and check again 

1910400 The error of head right position 
1.After checking the head right position, try to 
reinitialized Journal printer and check again 

1910800 The error of Paper charger sub assembly
1.Check the Paper charger and status of supplied 
paper 

1912000 Failed to print due to shortage of CR/LF 1.Check if FFC cable is properly connected or short

1912100 
Paper out when checked status of 
initializing 

1.Check if supplied paper is running out of or 

occurred jam in return path 

1914000 Head overheat 
1.Turn off the power for a moment to slow down 
overheat of head and turn on the power 

1914100 Paper jam error 1.Remove the jammed paper and initialize 

9721010 Failed to connect communication 
1.Check if communication cable is properly 
connected or right status by test machine 

9721012 
Failed to deliver data to control 

electronics 
1.Check if communication cable is properly 
connected or right status by test machine 

9721016 
Failed to receive data from control 

electronics 
1.Check if communication cable is properly 
connected or right status by test machine 

9721040 Failed to produce Thread  

9721080 Failed to produce Event  

9721122 Failed to response of first initialization  

9721123 Failed to response of second initialization  

9721124 Failed to download thd font data  

9721125 Failed to try to print in case of Paper out  
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 2) Receipt Printer  

 

Error Code Cause Handling 

20101 
In case of detecting to be open lever of 
print head before printing receipt paper 

1.Close the lever of print head completely 

20102 
In case of detecting to be overheated in 
print head before printing receipt paper 

1.Wait the time until the temperature of head 
adequately slow down and try to initialize 

20103 
Paper jam occurs in return path before 
printing or cutting or discharging receipt 
paper 

1.Remove jammed paper between printer head and 
rollers 

20104 
It is detected that paper is empty before 
printing receipt printer 

1.Replenish receipt paper 
2.Check the status of sensor and its connctor 

20105 
It is detected that paper is not properly 
set before printing 

1.Check the status of setting paper 

2.Check the status of sensor and its connctor 

20106 
Command is received while doing self-

test 
1.After terminating self-test and initialize receipt 
printer 

20107 Receipt paper runs out of before printing 
1.Replenish receipt paper in paper charger 
2.Check the status of Near End sensor and its 
connctor 

20108 
It is detected when paper is not properly 

cut while operating 
1.Check the Cutter module 
2.Check if printer head lever is properly close 

20109 
Black mark is not properly detected in 

receipt paper before printing 

1.Check the status of Black mark sensor  

2.Check if Dip switch # 6 is correctly set  

(Dip switch # 6 is set by On in case of not using 

Black mark) 

2010A 
The size of image print data is abnormal 

while printing image 
1.Check the AP version and initialize 

20801 
In case of detecting to be open lever of 

print head after printing receipt paper 
1.Close the lever of print head completely 

20802 
In case of detecting to be overheated in 

print head after printing receipt paper 
1.Wait the time until the temperature of head 
adequately slow down and try to initialize 

20803 
Paper jam occurs in return path after 

printing or cutting or discharging 
receipt paper 

1.Remove jammed paper between printer head and 
rollers 

20804 
It is detected that paper is empty after 

printing receipt printer 
1.Replenish receipt paper 
2.Check the status of sensor and its connctor 

20805 
It is detected that paper is not properly 

set after printing 
1.Check the status of setting paper 
2.Check the status of sensor and its connctor 

20806 
Command is received while doing self-

test 
1.After terminating self-test and initialize receipt 
printer 
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20807 Receipt paper runs out of after printing 
1.Replenish receipt paper in paper charger 
2.Check the status of Near End sensor and its 
connctor 

20808 
It is detected that paper is not properly 

cut while operating 
1.Check the Cutter module 
2.Check if printer head lever is properly close 

20809 
Black mark is not properly detected in 

receipt paper after printing 

1.Check the status of Black mark sensor  

2.Check if Dip switch # 6 is correctly set  
(Dip switch # 6 is set by On in case of not using 
Black mark) 

2080A 
The size of image print data is abnormal 

while printing image 
1.Check the AP version and initialize 

97200 
Failed to communicate with Receipt 

printer when connected to SP open 
1.Check if communication cable or com port is not 
connected 

2DN00 
Failed to connect communication 

between Receipt printer and SP 
1.Check if communication cable or com port is not 
connected 

2080F The firmware crashed 
1. Check whether the dip switch #1 is set to “ON” 
position 
2. Update the firmware 

2080B Margin setting error 
1. Check whether the default registry setting is 
changed 
2. Reset the PTR SP 

2080C Paper jammed at the exit of the slot 1. Remove the jammed paper 

2080D Paper jammed in the path 1. Remove the jammed paper 

97201 
Hardware error occurred before 

executing command 
1. Reset the PTR SP 
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3) Card Reader 

 

Error Code Cause Handling 

3000000 
To shows that received command was 

undefined 
 

3000100 To show command parameter error  

3000200 
The reception of the command that 

impossible to implementation 
 

3000400 
To show that error data was included in 

command 
 

3000500 

To show that a command, which requires 

the card movement, was executed before 

IC contacts were released from the card 

 

3001000 

To show that the card was not carried to 

the specific location after specified 

number of trial for specified time during 

execution of command of carrying card in 

various ways 

 

3001100 

To show that status signal for "shutter 

open"is not received while shutter is 

open. 

 

3001200 
To show that the Sensor is damaged or 

more that one card is inside ICRW. 
 

3001300 
To show that the card longer than 92mm 

is inserted into ICRW 
 

3001400 
To show that the card shorter than 78mm 

is inserted into ICRW 
 

3001500 To show that data in F-ROM is damaged  
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Error Code Cause Handling 

3001600 

To show that the card staying inside 

ICRW was moved up to the point where 

status request information change. To 

show that card was inserted into the 

ICRW through rear side by external force

 

3001700 

To show that the card was not carried to 

the specific location after specified 

number of trial for specified time during 

execution of RETRIEVE command. 

 

3001800 

To show that shutter open/close 

detection sensor(SW2) and card width 

check sensor(SW1) are not operating 

correctly. 

 

3001900 

To show that a card was not inserted 

from the rear, even if 10 seconds had 

passed after the execution of BACK 

ENTRY command 

 

3002000 To show that track has parity error  

3002100 
To show that read error has happened in 

Multiple magnetic read command. 
 

3002200 
To show that write error is detected 

through write/verify procedure. 
 

3002300 
To show that only SS,ES,LRC are 

contained in the track. (no retry) 
 

3002400 
To show that the card has no magnetic 

track(no retry) 
 

3002500 

To show that quality 

error(Jitter,Preamble,Postamble) has 

happended in write verify. 

 

3002600 To show that the track has no SS.  

3002700 To show that the track has no ES  

3002800 To show that the track has no LRC error  
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Error Code Cause Handling 

3002900 
To show that the discordance of write 

data has happened in write verify. 
 

3003000 

To show that power down(or power cut in 

short instant)is detected(or being 

detected). 

 

3003100 
To show that DSR signal was turned to 

OFF(communication is cut) 
 

3004000 

To show that the card was pulled out 

form ICRW through entrance date when 

CAPTURE command is being executed. 

 

3004100 
Failure at IC Contact solenoid or sensor 

ICD. 
 

3004300 
Card could not be set to IC contack 

position/Failure at sensor PDI. 
 

3004500 

ICRW lost sight of the card when ICRW 

completed to carrry the card to dhe rear 

position during the card acceptance, and 

ICRW ejected the card to entrance gate. 

 

3004600 

To show that the ejected card has not 

been withdrawn during execution of 

Monitoring for removal command. 

 

3005000 Retract counter overflow.  

3005100 

To show that Motor error has happened, 

through start/stop check in Initialize 

command. 

 

3005300 
To show that read error in Digital Decode 

Read Command. 
 

3006000 
To show that there found abnormal 

condition on the power-line. 
 

3006100 The receiving error for ATR.  

3006200 

To show that the specified protocol does 

not agree with that of ICC/SAM ICRW still 

connected. 
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Error Code Cause Handling 

3006300 

In case T=1 cards, after ATR receiving, 

IFS exchange is failed. ICRW detects 

time out. 

 

3006400 

In case T=1 cards, after ATR receiving, 

IFS exchange is failed. ICRW detects 

protocol error. 

 

3006500 
HOST tried to communicate with IC card 

without card activation. 
 

3006600 

ICRW tried to activate with ICC/SAM, but 

the card returned ATR, which is not 

supported. 

 

3006900 

ICRW tried to activate with ICC/SAM, but 

the card returned ATR, Which does not 

match EMV. 

 

3007000 Failure at F-ROM operation.  

3007100 
Firmware of User program code area is 

wrong. 
 

300B000 
Received the other command before 

executing Initialize command. 
 

9723016 Response time out error  

9723017 Send command time out error  

9723019 Polling down  
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4) Cash Dispenser 

 

Error Code Cause Handling 

40000 
Received a command that the CDU does 

not have from the upper unit 

1. Check the CDU received command 

2. Check the CDU firmware version and refer to 

specifications. 

40011 

CS2 Dark detection during initializing or 

dispense reserved operation (Reject box 

mounting/dismounting) 

1. Initialize after mounting the reject box. 

2. Check if the CS2 sensor cable is disconnected  

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating 

CS2 Sensor 

40012 
CS3 Dark detection during initializing or 

Dispense reserved operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes or foreign objects 

on the gate 

2. Check if the CS3 sensor bracket is bended. 

3. Check if the CS3 sensor cable is disconnected  

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating 

CS3 Gate detecting sensor. 

40013 
CS2 and CS3 Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation 
The same as #40011 and #40012 error handling 

40014 
CS4A Dark detection during initializing or 

dispense reserved operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS4A sensor 

2. Check if the CS4A sensor cable is disconnected 

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS4A Sensor 

40015 
CS2 and CS4A  Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40011 and #40014 error handling 

40016 
CS3 and CS4A Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40011 and #40012 error handling 

40017 

CS2, CS3 and CS4A Dark detection 

during initializing or dispense reserved 

operation  

The same as #40011, #40012 and #40014 error 

handling 
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Error Code Cause Handling 

40018 
CS4B Dark detection during initializing or 

dispense reserved operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS4B sensor 

2. Check if the CS4B sensor cable is disconnected 

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS4B sensor 

40019 

CS2, CS4B Dark Detection during In 

Initializing or Dispense reserved 

operation 

The same as #40011 and #40018 error handling 

4001A 
CS3 and CS4B Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40011 and #40018 error handling 

4001B 

CS2, CS3 and CS4B Dark detection 

during initializing or dispense reserved 

operation 

The same as #40011, #40012 and #40018 error 

handling 

4001C 
CS4A and CS4B Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40014 and #40018 error handling 

4001D 

CS2, CS4A and CS4B Dark detection 

during initializing or dispense reserved 

operation 

The same as #40011, #40014 and #40018 error 

handling 

4001E 

CS3, CS4A and CS4B Dark detection 

during initializing or dispense reserved 

operation 

The same as #40012, #40014 and #40018 error 

handling 

4001F 

CS2, CS3, CS4A and CS4B Dark 

detection during initializing or dispense 

reserved operation 

The same as #40011, #40012 and #40014 error 

handling 

40021 
CS11A Dark detection during initializing 

or dispense reserved operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS11A sensor 

2. Check if the CS11A sensor cable is 

disconnected . 

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS11A sensor 
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Error Code Cause Handling 

40022 
CS11B Dark detection during initializing 

or dispense reserved operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS11B sensor 

2. Check if the CS11B sensor cable is 

disconnected 

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS11B sensor 

40023 
CS11A and CS11B Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40021 and #40022 error handling  

40028 
CS13 Dark detection during initializing or 

Dispense reserved operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS13 sensor 

2. Check if the CS13 sensor cable is disconnected 

(CDU Board CN10 #1~4). 

3. Exchange sensor if error occurs after checking 

CS13 sensor operation 

40029 
CS11A and CS13 Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40021 and #40028 error handling 

4002A 
CS11B and CS13 Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation
The same as #40022 and #40028 error handling 

4002B 

CS11A, CS11B and CS13 Dark detection 

during initializing or dispense reserved 

operation 

The same as #40021, #40022 and #40028 error 

handling 

40030 Main motor echo check(Initial recovery) 

1. Initialize 

2. Check Main Motor Encoder Slit 

3. Initialize after Power On/Off 

4. Check Encoder Sensor CS8 BRKT 

5. Check CS8 Sensor Cable 

6. Change Main Motor Encoder Slit Sensor CS8 

40033 
Check sum error (No information is set) 

(Initial recovery) 

1. Check CDU Information after reading CDU 

version 

2. Initialize 

3. Initialize after executing CDU Information Set(‘P’) 

Command 

4. Change CDU B/D 
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Error Code Cause Handling 

40034 
Error two sheets detecting 

sensor(CS5_1) for initializing 

1. Check CS5_1 Sensor Cable 

2. Check second Dip Switch in CDU B/D 

3. Change CS5_1 Sensor 

40035 
Error two sheets detecting 

sensor(CS5_2) for initializing 

1. Check CS5_2 Sensor Cable 

2. Check second Dip Switch in CDU B/D 

3. Change CS5_2 Sensor 

40037 
Error 2 sheets detecting 

sensor(CS5_1/CS5_2) for dispensing 

1. Check CDU Board Segment 

2. Initialize 

3. Read data of ‘Read Double Sensor’ Command 

40038 
The cash dispenser module is deviated 

from the right position 

1. Push CDU module inside completely until it is 

locked 

40039 
Gate operation sensor (CS3) error before 

initial recovery 

1. Initialize after removing notes or dust over Gate 

2. Check CS3 Sensor BKRT 

3. Check CS3 Sensor Cable 

4. Exchange Sensor after abnormal operating CS3 

Gate detecting Sensor 

5. Exchange Reject Solenoid 1 

4003A 
When more than 5 sheets of cash 

dispensing is required during a test 

1. Check command that CDU is received 

2. Check CDU EP ROM Version or specification 

4003B 
CS21A dark detected (Initial recovery, On 

separated reject) 

1. Remove notes or dust in existence CS21A 

Sensor 

2. Check CS21A Sensor Cable 

3. Exchange Sensor after abnormal operating 

CS21A Sensor 

4003C 
No cassette, during rejecting separated 

cassette (Separated reject) 

1. Set 1 Cassette 

2. Check CS7 Sensor Cable 

3. Exchange Sensor after abnormal operating CS7 

Sensor 

4003D 
Dismount during rejecting separated 

cassette (Separated reject) 

1. Check notes in 1Cassette 

2. Check 1 Cassette specification 

3. Check CS7 Sensor Cable 

4. Exchange Sensor after abnormal operating CS7 

Sensor 
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Error Code Cause Handling 

4003E 
CS21B DARK Detected (Initial recovery, 

Separated reject) 

1. Remove notes or dust in existence CS21B 

Sensor 

2. Check CS21B Sensor Cable 

3. Exchange Sensor after abnormal operating 

CS21B Sensor 

4003F 
CS21A,CS21B DARK Detected(Initial 

recovery, Separated reject) 

1. Remove notes or dust in existence CS21A , 

CS21B Sensor 

2. Check CS21A, CS21B Sensor Cable 

3. Exchange sensor after abnormal operating 

CS21A, CS21B Sensor 

40041 
Error if re-driving is over 12 times 

(Separated rejection) 

1. Check notes in Reject Box 

2. Rearrange notes in Cassette 

3. Remove dust in CS21AB, CS31AB, CS41AB 

CS11AB Sensor 

4. Check dust existing in CS5 Sensor Guide 

5. Check dust existing in Main Motor Encoder Slit 

6. Check index value of notes each cassette 

40042 
CS13 < Required Notes(Separated 

rejection) 

1. Check notes dispensed and rejected 

2. Remove notes jammed in CDU 

3. Remove dust in CS13 Sensor 

4. Exchange sensor after abnormal operating CS13 

Sensor 

40043 
Error if total reject is more than 40 

sheets(Separated rejection) 

1. Check notes in Reject Box 

2. Rearrange notes in Cassette 

3. Remove dust in CS11AB, CS21AB, CS31AB, 

CS41AB Sensor 

4. Check dust in existence CS5 Sensor Guide 

5. Check notes index value 

40044 
Reject error if continuous 10 times 

(Separated rejection) 

1. Check notes in Reject Box 

2. Rearrange notes in Cassette 

3. Check dust in Main Motor Encoder Slit 

4. Remove dust in CS21AB, CS31AB, CS11AB 

Sensor 

5. Exchange CS8 Encoder Slit Sensor 
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Error Code Cause Handling 

40045 
CS13 > required sheet(Separated 

rejection) 

1. Check notes dispensed and rejected  

2. Remove dust in CS13 Sensor 

3. Exchange sensor after abnormal operating CS13 

Sensor 

40046 Program error(Separated rejection) 

1. Initialize after Reset Power  

2. Upgrade CDU Firmware or Re-download 

3. Exchange CDU B/D 

40047 
1 CASSETTE MISFEED 

ERROR(Separated rejection) 

1. Check notes in 1 Cassette 

2. Check Sensor(CS6) Poll 

3. Check jam in 1 cassette and reload 

4. Remove dust in CS11A, CS11B Sensor 

5. Exchange 1 cassette box when there are many 

error 

40049 
Dispensing 0 sheets required is 

error(Separated rejection) 

1. Check received command 

2. Check communication cable 

3. Check CDU Firmware Version 

4004A TIME OUT (JAM)(Separated rejection) 

1. Remove jammed notes on CDU return path 

2. Remove dust in CS11AB, CS21AB, CS31AB, 

CS41AB, CS4AB, CS13  

Sensor 

3. Install after rearranging notes in cassette 

4004B Continuous 10 times error if note is long 

1. Check state of notes in reject box 

2. Rearrange notes in cassette 

3. Check Index of notes 

4. Check foreign objects in the main motor encoder 

slit. 

5. Replace the CS8 encoder slit sensor 

4004E 
Detected the remaining notes during 

dispense reserved operation 

1. Initialize after removing the return path  

2. Clean sensors on the return path (CS13) 

40051 

Received a request for over 121 notes 

dispensing on the CDU from the upper 

unit. 

1. Check the CDU received command 

2. Check the abnormal communication cable. 

3. Check the CDU firmwave version and refer to 

specifications. 
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40052 

The remaining notes at the sensor in 

front of the CST after dispense operation 

(CS11AB, CS21AB, CS31AB, CS41AB) 

1. Remove the remaining notes at a sensor in front 

of the CST  

2. Realign notes in the cassette 

3. Check abnormal clutch. 

4. Check abrasion of the cassette box pick unit. 

40054 
CDU EP Program Error during dispense 

operation (failed table search) 

1. Initialize after resetting the power 

2. Upgrade the CDU firmwave or re-download 

software 

3. Replace the CDU B/D 

40055 

Timeout due to note’s length error 

passed through the CS13 during 

dispense operation 

1. Remove a jammed note between the tray and 

CDU 

2. Remove a jammed note at the position of the 

CS13  sensor 

3. Remove a dust on the CS13 sensor 

40056 
Abnormal operation of the gate solenoid 

1 during dispense operation. 

1. Remove a jammed note on the gate 

2. Remove notes in the reject box and remount the 

reject box 

3. Check if the CS3 sensor bracket is bended. 

4. Check if the CS3 sensor cable is disconnected  

5. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating 

CS3 Gate detecting sensor. 

6. Replace the reject solenoid 1 

40057 

Sum check error of note index setting 

value in the CDU CST of EEPROM 

during initializing 

1. Read the CDU version to check CDU CST note 

index 

2. Reinitialize 

3. Initialize after executing the CDU Information 

Set(‘P’) Command  

4. Replace the CDU board 

40059 
2 Cassette not available during dispense 

reserved operation 

1. Mount 2 cassette 

2. Check if the CS17 sensor cable is disconnected .

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS17 sensor . 
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4005A 
Mounting/demounting 2 Cassette during 

dispense operation 

1. Check notes’ status in 2 Cassette  

2. Check 2 cassette specifications  

2. Check if the CS17 sensor cable is disconnected 

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS17 sensor . 

4005B 
2 Cassette miss feed during dispense 

operation 

1. Check the remaining notes in 2 Cassette  

2. Check if the remaining note sensor (CS16) is 

normal 

3. Check a jammed note in 2 Cassette or remount it

4. Remove the dust on the CS21A and CS21B 

Sensors  

5. Replace @ cassette box when multiple error 

occurs 

4005C 
Sensor dark in front of the CST except 

dispensing during dispense operation 

1. Remove a dust and foreign objects on CS11AB, 

CS21AB, CS31AB and CS41AB sensors.  

2. Check the clutch operation (Life test command) 

3. Check specifications of 3 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#2, #4, #6 On) 

4. Check specifications of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

4005D 
Continuously detected 2 notes for three 

times or more during dispense operation 

1. Check notes’ status in the reject box 

2. Realign notes in the cassette 

3. Check foreign objects at the position of the CS5 

Sensor Guide 

4. Check if the CS5 cable is disconnected 

40081 
Received the wrong shutter command 

from the upper unit. 

1. Check the CDU received command 

2. Check the abnormal communication cable. 

3. Check the CDU firmwave version and refer to 

specifications. 

40082 
Failed to open the CDU shutter (failed ten 

times retry)  

1. Remove foreign objects in the shutter unit. 

2. Check the shutter motor connection cable.  

3. Check a connection status of the TS004 and 

TS005 sensor  

4. Check the shutter cam operation. 
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40084 
Failed to close the CDU shutter (failed 

ten times retry) 

1. Remove foreign objects in the shutter unit. 

2. Check the shutter motor connection cable.  

3. Check a connection status of the TS004 and 

TS005 sensor. 

4. Check the shutter cam’s rotation operation. 

40085 

When the command of CDU shutter open 

or close is received in case of not being 

set CDU shutter. 

 

40087 
Error failed to communicate with CDU 

shutter 
 

40088 
Error occurs when cassette with ID is not 

mounted 
 

40089 

Error occurs when the number of 

dispensed bills from cassette don’t match

the number of detection by sensor 

 

4008A 
CS11AB Dark detection on transport path 

before dispense operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS11AB sensor 

2. Check if the CS11AB sensor cable is 

disconnected  

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS11AB sensor 

4008B 
CS21AB Dark detection on transport path 

before dispense operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS21AB sensor 

2. Check if the CS21AB sensor cable is 

disconnected  

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS21AB sensor 

4008C 
CS31AB Dark detection on transport path 

before dispense operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS31AB sensor 

2. Check if the CS31AB sensor cable is 

disconnected  

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS31AB sensor 
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4008D 
CS41AB Dark detection on transport path 

before dispense operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS41AB sensor 

2. Check if the CS41AB sensor cable is 

disconnected  

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS41AB sensor 

4008E 
CS4B Dark detection on transport path 

before dispense operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS4 sensor 

2. Check if the CS4 sensor cable is disconnected  

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS4 sensor 

4008F 
Error occurs when CS13 sensor regard 

hole in bill as wrong 
 

40090 Mismatched number of check sheets 

1. Check dispensed check and reject check. 

2. Remove a jammed note on the CDU. 

3. Remove a dust or foreign objects on the CS13 

sensor 

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS13 sensor . 

 Reset number of check sheets after ※

troubleshooting. 

40091 
Reject error due to check skew during 

check dispense operation. 

1. Check a check’s status in the reject box 

2. Remove a dust and foreign objects on the 

CS31AB or CS41AB sensors.  

3. Check the CIU Module Print Head. 

4. Realign check sheets in the check cassette box. 

 ※ Reset number of check sheets after 

troubleshooting. 
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40092 

Reject error due to abnormal check 

interval skew during check dispense 

operation. 

1. Check a check’s status in the reject box 

2. Remove a dust and foreign objects on the 

CS31AB or CS41AB sensors.  

3. Check the CIU Module Print Head. 

4. Realign check sheets in the check cassette box. 

5. Clean the pick up roller in the check cassette 

box. 

 ※ Reset number of check sheets after 

troubleshooting. 

40093 
Reject error due to long check sheet 

during check dispense operation. 
The same as #40092 handling. 

40094 
Reject error due to short check sheet 

during check dispense operation. 
The same as #40092 handling. 

40095 
Reject error due to 2 check sheets’ pick 

up during check dispense operation 
The same as #40092 handling. 

40096 
Reject error due to the abnormal half of 

check during check dispense operation. 
The same as #40092 handling. 

40097 

Reject error due to abnormal check 

separation interval skew during check 

dispense operation. 

The same as #40092 handling. 

40098 
Abnormal CIU detecting sensor during 

check dispense operation 

1. Clean CS31AB and CS41AB, or remove foreign 

objects. 

2. Check if the FM Board (3 CST or 4 CST) CN3 

and CIU Sensor Cable are connected. 

40099 

CIU communications response timeout 

error during check dispense reserved 

operation or initializing. 

1. Reinitialize 

2. Check if the CIU communications serial cable is 

connected. 

3. Check if the CIU power cable is connected. 

4009A 

CIU communications response timeout 

error during  check dispense reserved 

operation or initializing. 

The same as #40099 handling. 
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4009B 

Detected the CS31A and CS31B Dark 

during initializing or dispense reserved 

operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS31A and CS31B sensors. 

2. Check settings of 3 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#2, #4, #6 On) 

3. Check if the CS31 and CS31B Sensor Cable are 

disconnected  

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS31A, CS31B sensor 

4009C 
Detected the CS31B Dark during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS31B sensor. 

2. Check settings of 3 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#2, #4, #6 On) 

3. Check if the CS31B and CS31B sensor cables 

are disconnected  

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS31B. 

4009D 
3 Cassette not available during dispense 

reserved operation 

1. Mount 3 cassette 

2. Check if the CDU Board CN6 and 3 Cassette FM 

Board CN1 are connected.  

3. Check settings of 3 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#2, #4, #6 On) 

4. Check if the CS37 sensor cables are 

disconnected (3 CST FM B/D CN3). 

5. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS37 sensor . 
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4009E 
Mounting/demounting 3 Cassette during 

dispense operation 

1. Check notes’ status in 3 Cassette  

2. Check 3 cassette specifications  

2. Check if the CDU Board CN6 and 3 Cassette FM 

Board CN1 are connected.  

3. Check settings of 3 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#2, #4, #6 On) 

4. Check if the CS37 sensor cable are 

disconnected (3 CST FM B/D CN3). 

5. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS37 sensor . 

4009F 
3 Cassette miss feed during dispense 

operation 

1. Check the remaining notes in 3 Cassette  

2. Check if the remaining note sensor (CS36) of 3 

Cassette is normal. 

3. Check a jammed note in 3 Cassette or remount it

4. Remove the dust on the CS31A and CS31B 

Sensors  

5. Replace 3 cassette box when multiple errors 

occur. 

400A1 
Detected the CS9 Dark in Reject(Retract) 

box during initializing. 

1. Open the reject/retract box cover 

2. Check if the CS9 sensor cable is disconnected. 

3. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS9 sensor 

400A2 

When a note doesn’t arrive from the tray 

to the throat entrance (CS10AB~CS14 

(Delivery Jam). 

1. Remove a jammed note or foreign objects 

between the throat and the tray 

2. Check if the CS10AB and CS14 sensor cable is 

disconnected. 

3. Check the feed motor operation in the throat unit.

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS14 sensor . 

400A7 
When cam doesn’t arrive at dispense 

position within regulated time (cam error)
 

400A8 
When cam doesn’t arrive at delivery 

position within regulated time (cam error)
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400AA Failed during writing EEPROM data  
1. Retry after initialization. 

2. Replace the CDU Board. 

400AB 

Disable to drive due to the remaining 

notes in the tray during initializing or 

dispense reserved operation.(CS10A and 

CS10B Dark detection) 

1. Remove the remaining notes or foreign objects 

in the tray. 

2. Check if holders on the CS10A and CS10B 

sensors are bended. 

3. If error occurs when checking CS10A/CS10B 

(CDU B/D CN2 #17~24) disconnection and 

operation, replace a sensor. 

400AD 
Disable to detect notes in CS15 sensor 

during delivery operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes on the throat. 

2. If error occurs when checking CS15 

disconnection and operation, replace a sensor. 

400AE 
No note in the tray before delivery or 

retract operation. 

1. If error occurs when checking CS (CDU B/D CN2 

#17~24) disconnection and operation, replace a 

sensor. 

2. Check the tray deliver position operation. 

400AF 
Received the wrong life test command 

from the upper unit. 

1. Check the CDU received command 

2. Check the abnormal communication cable. 

3. Check the CDU firmware version and refer to 

specifications. 

400B0 
Opened shutter during dispense 

operation. 

1. Check the shutter cam’s rotation. 

2. If error occurs when checking TS004 

disconnection and operation, replace a sensor. 

400BA 

CS1 sensor of reject box entrance is 

detected as dark during initialization or 

before dispense operation 

 

400BB 
Bill jam on CS1 sensor of reject box 

entrance during dispense operation 
 

400BC 
Communication error-Command Length 

doesn’t match. 
 

400BD 
Bill rejection error (Normal recognition for 

short bill-CS4) 
 

400BE 
Bill rejection error (Normal recognition for 

long bill-CS4)/CS4 Jam. 
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400C1 
1 Cassette Jam during dispense 

operation (1 CST Encoder Error). 

1. Remove a jammed note in 1 Cassette. 

2. Mount 1 cassette box after realigning notes in 1 

cassette box. 

3. Remove foreign objects on 1 Cassette Clutch 

Encoder Slit. 

4. Replace 1 cassette box when multiple errors 

occur. 

400C2 
2 Cassette Jam during dispense 

operation (2 CST Encoder Error). 

1. Remove a jammed note in 2 Cassette. 

2. Mount 2 cassette box after realigning notes in 1 

cassette box. 

3. Remove foreign objects on 2 Cassette Clutch 

Encoder Slit. 

4. Replace 2 cassette box when multiple errors 

occur. 

400C3 
3 Cassette Jam during dispense 

operation (3 CST Encoder Error). 

1. Remove a jammed note in 3 Cassette. 

2. Mount 3 cassette box after realigning notes in 1 

cassette box. 

3. Remove foreign objects on 3 Cassette Clutch 

Encoder Slit. 

4. Replace 3 cassette box when multiple errors 

occur. 

400C4 
4 Cassette Jam during dispense 

operation (4 CST Encoder Error). 

1. Remove a jammed note in 4 Cassette. 

2. Mount 4 cassette box after realigning notes in 1 

cassette box. 

3. Remove foreign objects on 4 Cassette Clutch 

Encoder Slit. 

4. Replace 4 cassette box when multiple errors 

occur. 

400C7 
CS 14 Dark detection during initializing or 

dispense reserved operation. 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS 14 sensor 

2. If error occurs when checking CS 14 

disconnection and operation, replace a sensor. 
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400C8 
CS 15 Dark detection during initializing or 

dispense reserved operation. 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS 15 sensor 

2. If error occurs after checking CS 15 

disconnection and operation, replace a sensor. 

400CA 
CS14 Dark detection during deliver 

reserved operation. 
The same as #400C7 handling 

400CB 
CS 15 Dark detection during deliver 

reserved operation. 
The same as #400C8 handling 

400CC 

Detected the remained notes on the 

sensors in front of cassettes during re-

driving. 

 

400D0 

Feeding time out due to jam (CS14) 

around throat assembly during delivery 

operation 

1. Remove a jammed note or foreign objects 

between the throat and the tray 

2. Check if the CS 14 sensor cable is disconnected.

3. Check the feed motor operation in the throat unit.

4. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS 14 sensor . 

400D1 

Feeding time out due to jam (CS14~15) 

around throat assembly during delivery 

operation 

1. Remove a jammed note in the throat. 

2. Check external light source of the CS 15 sensor.

3. Check the feed motor operation in the throat 

unit . 

4. If error occurs when checking CS 14 and CS 15 

sensor operation, replace a sensor. 

400D2 

Feeding time out due to jam (CS10AB) 

around throat assembly during delivery 

operation 

1. Remove a jammed note in the throat. 

2. Check external light source of the CS10 AB 

sensor. 

3. Check the feed motor operation in the throat 

unit . 

4. If error occurs when checking CS10 AB sensor 

operation, replace a sensor. 

400D3 

The remaining notes on the tray during 

delivery operation (some notes remaining 

on CS10AB) 

The same as #400D2 handling. 
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400D4 

The remaining notes on the tray during 

delivery operation (some notes remaining 

on CS14) 

1. Remove a jammed note in the tray 

2. Check external light source of the CS14 sensor. 

3. If error occurs when checking CS14 sensor 

operation, replace a sensor 

400D5 

The remaining notes on the tray during 

delivery operation (some notes remaining 

on CS10AB) 

The same as #400D2 handling. 

400D8 
CS41A and CS41B Dark detection during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation

1. Check 4 Cassette specifications for CDU 

Version. 

2. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS41A and CS41B sensors. 

3. Check if 3 Cassette FM B/D CN2 and 4 Cassette 

FM B/D CN1 are connected. 

4. Check settings of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

5. Check if the CS41A and CS41B sensor cables 

are disconnected (4 CST FM B/D CN3). 

Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS41A and CS41B sensor 

400D9 
Simultaneous Dark detection in both the 

tray (CS10) and throat (CS14/CS15). 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

in the tray and throat unit. 

2. Check each sensor (refer to the above 

description) 
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400DB 
Detected the CS41A Dark during 

initializing or dispense reserved operation

1. Check 4 Cassette specifications for CDU 

Version. 

2. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS41A sensor. 

3. Check if 3 Cassette FM B/D CN2 and 4 Cassette 

FM B/D CN1 are connected. 

4. Check settings of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

5. Check if the CS41A sensor cable is 

disconnected (4 CST FM B/D CN3). 

6. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS41A sensor.  

400DC 
CS41B Dark detection during initializing 

or dispense reserved operation 

1. Check 4 Cassette specifications for CDU 

Version. 

2. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

at the position of the CS41B sensor. 

3. Check if 3 Cassette FM B/D CN2 and 4 Cassette 

FM B/D CN1 are connected. 

4. Check settings of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

5. Check if the CS41B sensor cable is 

disconnected (4 CST FM B/D CN3). 

6. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS41B sensor. 

400DD 
4 Cassette not available during dispense 

reserved operation 

1. Mount 4 cassette 

2. Check if 3 Cassette FM B/D CN2 and 4 Cassette 

FM B/D CN1 are connected. 

3. Check settings of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

4. Check if the CS37 sensor cables are 

disconnected (4 CST FM B/D CN3). 

5. Exchange a sensor after abnormal operating the 

CS47 sensor . 
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400DE 
Mounting/demounting 4 Cassette during 

dispense operation 

1. Check notes’ status in 4 Cassette  

2. Check 4 cassette specifications  

3. Check if 3 Cassette FM B/D CN2 and 4 Cassette 

FM B/D CN1 are connected. 

4. Check settings of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

5. If error occurs when checking the CS47’s (4 CST 

FM B/D CN3) disconnection and operation, replace 

a sensor. 

400DF 
4 Cassette miss feed during dispense 

operation 

1. Check the remaining notes in 4 Cassette  

2. Check if the 4 Cassette remaining note sensor 

(CS46) is normal. 

3. Check a jammed note in 4 Cassette or remount it

4. Remove the dust on the CS41A and CS41B 

sensors. 

5. Replace 4 cassette box when multiple error 

occur. 

400E0 
Dark light sensor test error (CS11A, 

CS11B, CS4) during initializing. 

1. Check if each sensor is mounted. 

2. If error occurs when checking CS11A cable 

operation, replace a sensor. 

3. If error occurs when checking CS11B cable 

operation, replace a sensor. 

4. If error occurs when checking CS4 cable 

operation, replace a sensor. 

400E1 
Dark light sensor test error (CS13) during 

initializing. 

1. Check if a sensor is mounted. 

2. If error occurs when checking CS13(CDU B/D 

CN10 #1~4) cable operation, replace a sensor. 

400E2 
Dark light sensor test error (CS21A, 

CS21B) during initializing. 

1. Check if each sensor is mounted. 

2. If error occurs when checking CS21A (cable 

operation, replace a sensor. 

3. If error occurs when checking CS21Bcable 

operation, replace a sensor. 
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400E3 
Dark light sensor test error (CS31A, 

CS31B) during initializing. 

1. Check if each sensor is mounted. 

2. If error occurs when checking the CS31A (3 CST 

FM B/D CN3) disconnection operation, replace a 

sensor. 

3. If error occurs when checking the CS31B(3 CST 

FM B/D CN3)  disconnection operation, replace a 

sensor. 

4. Check if the CDU Board CN6 and 3 Cassette FM 

Board CN1 are connected.  

5. Check settings of 3 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#2, #4, #6 On) 

400E6 
Dark light sensor test error (CS41A, 

CS41B) during initializing. 

1. Check the CDU information setting (4 

Cassettes). 

2. Check if each sensor is mounted.  

3. If error occurs when checking the CS31B(4 CST 

FM B/D CN3)  disconnection operation, replace a 

sensor. 

4. Check if 3 Cassette FM B/D CN2 and 4 Cassette 

FM B/D CN1 are connected. 

5. Check settings of 4 Cassette FM Board Dip 

Switch (#3, #5, #6 On) 

6. If error occurs when checking the CS31A (4 CST 

FM B/D CN3) disconnection operation, replace a 

sensor. 

400E7 
Dark light sensor test error (CS10A, 

CS10B, CS9) during initializing. 

1. Check if each sensor is mounted. 

2. If error occurs when checking CS 10 A/B 

disconnection operation, replace a sensor. 

3. If error occurs when checking CS 9 

disconnection operation, replace a sensor. 

400E8 
Dark light sensor test error (CS14, CS10) 

during initializing. 

1. Check if each sensor is mounted. 

2. If error occurs when checking CS14 cable 

operation, replace a sensor. 

3. If error occurs when checking CS10 cable 

operation, replace a sensor. 
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400EA 
Dark light sensor test error 

(CS18,28,38,48).during initializing. 
 

400EF 
Bill is retracted during INITIALIZE 

COMMAND 
 

400F0 
Disabled to drive due to throat jam during 

forced initialization. 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

in the throat unit. 

400F3 
Time out due to Jam (CS15) during 

initializing or retract process. 
 

400F4 

Disable to drive due to continuous 

CS14~CS10AB Dark during forced 

initialization or retract operation (jam) 

The same as #400F3 handling 

400F5 

Disable to drive due to continuous CS10 

Dark during forced initialization or retract 

operation (jam) 

The same as #400F3 handling 

400F6 
Failed to fall down bills during forced 

initializing and retract operation 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

in the throat unit. 

2. If error occurs when checking disconnection 

operation, replace a sensor. 

400F7 
Continuously detected note in CS15 

during retract operation 
The same as #400F3 handling 

400F8 
Time out due to Jam (CS14) during 

initializing or retract process. 

1. Remove the remaining notes and foreign objects 

in the throat unit. 

400F9 
Some bills are taken out during delivery 

operation 
 

400FA 
Invalid ID of 1st cassette is requested to 

dispense 
 

400FB 
Invalid ID of 2nd cassette is requested to 

dispense 
 

400FC 
Invalid ID of 3rd cassette is requested to 

dispense 
 

400FD 
Invalid ID of 4th cassette is requested to 

dispense 
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400FE 
Reject transaction happens again during 

bundle reject mode. 
 

400FF 
Enforcedly remove cash during 

reserve/retract operation (subnormal exit)
 

97120 Unable to create INI file  

97121 Unable to read file  

97122 Unable to write file  

97123 Unable to close file  

97124 Unable to delete file  

97125 Unable to copy file  

97126 Unable to create directory  

97190 
In case other command is executed in 

Cash Unit Exchange 
 

97191 In case it is not eh Cash Unit Exchange  

97192 
Cash dispenser service is already cash in 

state 
 

97193 In case it is not the status of Cash In  

97194 In case the ID of cassette don’t match  

97195 In case the cassette counting don’t match  

97196 
In case the number of cassette don’t 

match 
 

97197 
In case the dispensed bills are different 

from the requested ones. 
 

97198 In case two ID are same in cassette  

971A0 
In case the dispensed denominations are 

different from the requested ones.  
 

971A1 
In case the dispensed currency is 

different from the requested one. 
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971A2 Unable to dispense bills  

971A3 
In case requested bill counts are 

exceeded the maximum count 
 

971A4 
In case requested coin counts are 

exceeded the maximum count 
 

971A5 Unable to define Mix method  

971B0 There isn’t any bills on stacker  

971C0 
In case that unsupported command is 

executed 
 

971DX 

In case partial bills only are dispensed 

from the requested bills. (X is the number 

of cassette) 

 

97447 Cassette 1 misfeed  

9745B Cassette 2 misfeed   

9749F Cassette 3 misfeed  

9747C Cassette 4 misfeed  

9740010 Fail to open port  

97414 
Dark light sensor error (CS4) during idle 

status of cash dispenser 
 

97428 
Dark light sensor error (CS13) during idle 

status of cash dispenser 
 

974BA 
Dark light sensor error (CS1) during idle 

status of cash dispenser 
 

97423 
Dark light sensor error (CS11A, CS11B) 

during idle status of cash dispenser 
 

9743F 
Dark light sensor error (CS21A, CS21B) 

during idle status of cash dispenser 
 

9749B 
Dark light sensor error (CS31A, CS31B) 

during idle status of cash dispenser 
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974D8 
Dark light sensor error (CS41A, CS41B) 

during idle status of cash dispenser 
 

9740020 Fail to produce file  

9740025 Fail to copy file  

9740101 
In case of being selected cassette not 

dispensed 
 

4DN00 Abnormal communication  

4DN01 Abnormal response from EP  
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5) Etc 

 

Error Code Cause Handling 

9701010 
Failed to connect communication 
between SP of PIN and EP of one 

1.Check if communication cable or com port is not 
connected 

9701012 Failed to deliver to data of EPP’s SP 
1.Check if communication cable or com port is not 
connected 

9701016 Received data time out of EPP 
1.Check if communication cable or com port is not 
connected 

9701017 Delivered data time out of EPP 
1.Check if communication cable or com port is not 
connected 

9701031 Failed to read Register of EPP  

9701040 Failed to produce Thread of EPP  

9701111 BCC error of EPP Check BCC logic of EPP 

970401D Failed to connect to SPL 
Check if PncComm.dll and ComMonitor.exe files 
are available 

9707012 Failed to receive data of VFD  

9707082 
Failed to deliver the message about Fire 
Event 
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H. Installation Guide  
 

H.1 Installation Requirements and Necessary Tools 

 

● Installation condition  
 

Following conditions should be met before installing equipment. 

1) Temperature while operating should be between 41°F - 104°F 

2) Relative humidity while operating should be between 25% < RH < 85%, Non-Condensed 

3) Avoid locations where intense direct light is reflected off the LCD screen. 

4) Avoid locations where strong static electricity can occur. 

5) Avoid placing the product next to equipment that produce electromagnetic waves. It could interfere 

with data transfer. 

6) The floor must allow easy wheelchair access from the front or the side. 

7) Space required for servicing the machine should be considered before installation. 
 
 
 

● Tools required for installation 
 

In order to move the machine and place it in a proper location, you should seek the help of 

professionals trained in moving heavy equipment.  

 

Following tools are needed to install the machine. 

- Wire cutter 

- Lifter 

- Screw driver (Flat, Phillips)  

- Wrench (Spanner) 

- Leveling tool 
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● Installation space 
 

Note : All the unit in the dimension is millimeter and [ ] is inch scale. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.7 Installation space #1 (Plane view) 
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Fig. 6.8 Installation space #2 (Side view) 

[50.75] 

 

[58.43] 

 
30° 

1494.5 [58.84] 
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H.2 How to Install this ATM at Customer Site 

 
● Unpacking 

1 )  Unpack the machine on top of the palette. 

2 )  Cut the straps that are fastened around the box with a knife.  

    (Be careful when cutting the straps.) 

3 )  Use an appropriate tool to remove the nails from the palette.  

4 )  Remove the lid, then box from the top. Do not discard the packaging materials until you have    

verified any shipping damage claim. Contact your distributor immediately if you see any shipping 

damage. 

   Store the box in a safe place to re-use or discard of appropriately. 

5 )  Verify the contents carefully with the packing list to be sure all items listed are included.  Notify     

your distributor of any shortages. 

6 )  If only the palette needs to be removed, lift the whole machine from the bottom and set it aside. 

 

● Physical Installation  

  To install the Model MoniMax 5600 ATM, perform the following steps. 

1) Place the “Anchor bolts locate sheet” at the place where the machine is to be installed. (refer to    

Fig.6.9) 

Place the system on a flat surface. Be careful when opening the top or bottom of the machine 

because it can be off balance. 

2) Place the Anchor nuts into the ground according to the anchor bolts locate sheet. (4 places) 

3) Place the Model MoniMax 5600 ATM on top of the sheet. 

4) Open the Security cover with the key provided. 

5) Using the supplied combination (factory preset at 1-2-3-4-5-6 or 50-25-50) open the Security Door. 

   This combination should be changed as soon as possible.  Refer to Appendix E for      

   instructions on changing the lock combination. 

6) After the anchor nuts are in place according to the anchor holes on the bottom of 

   MoniMax 5600 ATM, tighten the anchor bolts tightly. (refer to Fig.6.9) 
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Fig. 6.9 Anchor diagram for MoniMax 5600 ATM 
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H.3 Adjusting the Height 

 

Adjust the height by turning the adjuster nut. 

1)  Lower the height as much as possible while making it as level as possible. 

2)  Keep the vault within 145.8mm (5.7 inch) from the floor since this ATM machine can fall if  

you turn the adjuster too much. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3)  Adjust the position of the machine so that the door can be opened and closed easily. 

4)  Use leveling tools to check if the machine is level. 
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